Introduction
============

Proper chromosome segregation requires that all chromosomes become tethered at their kinetochores to the plus ends of dynamic microtubules (MTs; [@bib38]). In the budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, a single MT is captured by the kinetochore; the organization and composition of this site has been determined through high-resolution light and electron microscopy ([@bib23]; [@bib17]). In vertebrate cells, the number of kinetochore-bound MTs (KMTs) increases during prometaphase, and by metaphase, the kinetochore MT fiber (K fiber) contains 20--30 MTs ([@bib31]; [@bib32]). The individual MT binding site of a vertebrate kinetochore appears to have a similar molecular makeup and organization to the budding yeast site ([@bib22]). It is therefore plausible that the vertebrate KMT interface is composed of repetitive MT-binding units ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib49]).

![**Regulation of kinetochore--MT interactions by Hec1 phosphorylation.** (A) Schematic of the KMT interface with repetitive MT binding sites (circles), each containing multiple NDC80 complexes. (B) Schematic of the NDC80 complex and location of Aurora B phosphorylation sites in the Hec1 tail. N, N terminus. (C) Fluorescence images of PtK1 cells depleted of endogenous Hec1 and rescued with phosphomimetic versions of Hec1 in an A background fused to GFP. Cells were fixed after a brief incubation in ice-cold media to reduce the number of nonkinetochore spindle MTs. Bar, 10 µm. (D) Quantification of chromosome alignment phenotypes for the Hec1 silence/rescue experiment. At least 108 cells were analyzed for each Hec1 mutant from three separate experiments.](JCB_201312107_Fig1){#fig1}

Consistent with this view, prevailing theoretical models of the kinetochore assume that one KMT end binds to a defined set of MT-binding proteins, which are clustered in one site, structured as a sleeve or a ring ([@bib19]; [@bib16]). The essential feature of such a theoretical interface is that one MT end can interact only with the MT-binding proteins that belong to that site, so these molecular interactions are constrained, and there is no cross-binding by kinetochore proteins from different sites ([@bib21]). Electron microscopy of vertebrate kinetochores, however, has not yet revealed structural repeated units that could correspond to such protein clusters ([@bib15]; [@bib33]). This opens a possibility that the KMT interface represents an unstructured, random assortment of MT-associated proteins (MAPs), which we will refer to as a molecular "lawn." The rules of engagement between the structurally unconstrained MAPs of the molecular lawn and the MTs, and whether such interactions can explain observed mitotic phenotypes, have not been examined. For example, it is possible that one MT end may interact only with a defined set of "dedicated" MAPs within the molecular lawn ([@bib37]; [@bib43]), such that the resulting interface remains similar to the traditionally described interface with repetitive sites, despite different structural organization. Such restricted interactions, for instance, can occur if the kinetochore MAPs interact with each other on the MT surface, so their binding may become biased to the same MT ([@bib3]; [@bib43]). Alternatively, the kinetochore MAPs may retain their independence, and their interactions with MTs may be unconstrained throughout mitosis. In this case, these MAPs may dissociate from one KMT and bind to a nearby KMT, thereby engaging dynamically with different KMTs.

The importance of the rules of engagement between kinetochore MAPs and KMTs, as reported here, became apparent during our quantitative study of the regulation of kinetochore--MT binding affinity by phosphorylation of the NDC80 protein complex. This complex is the major MT-binding component of eukaryotic kinetochores, and it is comprised of two heterodimers: Spc24-Spc25 and Hec1-Nuf2 ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The Hec1-Nuf2 dimer directly binds MTs, and Hec1 also has an unstructured "tail," which is required for KMT attachment in vivo and contributes to MT binding in vitro ([@bib46]; [@bib18]; [@bib34]). This tail is an established target for Aurora kinases ([@bib6]; [@bib38]); nine phosphorylation sites have been mapped in vitro, and six have been confirmed to be phosphorylated in cells ([@bib13], [@bib14]; [@bib36]; [@bib8]; [@bib29]). Previous work suggested that phosphorylation of Hec1 is a powerful regulator of MT binding affinity of the kinetochore: whereas there were virtually no stable KMT attachments in cells expressing a Hec1 mutant in which all nine phosphorylation sites were substituted with phosphomimetic aspartic acid, cells expressing a nonphosphorylatable Hec1 mutant had hyperstable KMT attachments ([@bib18]; [@bib14]). In vitro, phosphorylation of the Hec1 tail modulates NDC80--MT affinity ([@bib7]; [@bib44]), and MT binding affinity decreases incrementally with an increasing number of Hec1 phosphomimetic substitutions ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). However, whether overall kinetochore--MT binding affinity in cells responds to small incremental changes in Hec1 phosphorylation has remained unknown.

###### 

Kinetic constants used for modeling NDC80--MT interactions in both models

  Symbol     Model parameter                               Construct/model   Value                                  Reference
  ---------- --------------------------------------------- ----------------- -------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                             *s^−1^*                                
  *k~on~*    MT association rate for NDC80 complex         Site model        1.52                                   Based on model calibration (Fig. S3 A)
                                                           Lawn model        0.80                                   
  *k~off~*   MT dissociation rate for NDC80 complex        noD               2.40                                   Based on in vitro measurements with purified NDC80 proteins
                                                           1D                4.17                                   
                                                           2D                7.00                                   
                                                           3D                8.56                                   
                                                           4D                10.66                                  
                                                           9D                46.30                                  
  *ω*        Cooperativity parameter for NDC80 complexes                     2.5[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Based on in vitro measurements with purified NDC80 proteins (unpublished data)

No dimension is associated with this value.

To create an integrated view of the phosphoregulation of MT binding affinity via NDC80 complexes, we have combined quantitative approaches in vivo and in silico. Our experiments in live cells demonstrate that changing the number of phosphomimetic substitutions on Hec1 in a dynamic range of one to four residues exerts a smooth, graded tuning of KMT binding affinity. The increased levels of phosphorylation in prometaphase drive high KMT turnover, which is required to correct KMT attachment errors, whereas low but persistent levels of phosphorylation in metaphase facilitate both stabilization of KMT attachment and coordinated oscillations of metaphase chromosomes. Importantly, increasing the number of phosphomimetic substitutions leads to a gradual loss of the number of KMTs. Surprisingly, this behavior cannot be explained by a mathematical model in which the kinetochore is represented as a traditional ensemble of repetitive sites. However, a model in which the KMT interface contains a molecular lawn of NDC80 complexes and MAPs, which are not constrained and can interact simultaneously with different KMTs, provides a good match to our findings in cells. This study demonstrates for the first time that the rules of molecular interactions between MTs and kinetochore MAPs, not just their structural and molecular characteristics, play a critical role in ensuring proper regulation of the overall MT binding affinity at the kinetochore.

Results
=======

Proper chromosome segregation requires dynamic Hec1 tail phosphorylation
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To allow for precise control of the phosphomimetic state of the Hec1 tail, we used a silence and rescue system in PtK1 cells in which endogenous Hec1 was depleted and rescued with either wild-type (WT) or mutant Hec1 fused to GFP. We generated a series of Hec1 mutants in which one, two, three, four, or all nine of the in vitro--mapped Aurora B kinase target sites were mutated to Asp (D) to mimic phosphorylation, whereas all the remaining target sites were mutated to Ala (A), so no endogenous phosphorylation could occur ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib13]; [@bib8]). Aspartic acid is often used for phosphomimetic substitution because it is chemically similar to phospho-Ser, although at physiological pH, native phospho-Ser carries a negative charge of ∼1.9 compared with ∼1.0 for Asp in a peptide chain ([@bib47]). All fusion proteins localized correctly to kinetochores and supported formation of normal bipolar spindles in mitosis ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For all Hec1 mutants, their expression levels were similar to WT, and the residual amount of endogenous Hec1 was \<4% ([Fig. S1, A--D](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp1}). We tested whether preventing phosphorylation of Hec1 perturbed the phosphorylation status of other kinetochore components, but there was no significant change in phosphorylation of KNL1 or Dsn1 in human cells expressing 9A Hec1 (Fig. S1, E--H). We gradually increased the phosphomimetic status of the Hec1 tail by introducing constructs with an increasing number of D substitutions and found that none permitted cells to align chromosomes as efficiently as cells expressing WT Hec1 ([Fig. 1 D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, dynamic phosphorylation of the Hec1 tail is required for cells to proceed normally through mitosis. This is not surprising because Hec1 phosphorylation levels change during mitosis: multiple sites are highly phosphorylated in early mitosis, and phosphorylation decreases as mitosis progresses ([@bib14]).

A single Hec1 phosphomimetic substitution supports WT oscillations of metaphase chromosomes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We then hypothesized that constant levels of Hec1 phosphorylation may nonetheless facilitate KMT interactions during specific mitotic stages. In metaphase, kinetochores must stabilize attachments to MTs but still fluidly track dynamic MT ends. We asked what level of Hec1 tail domain phosphomimetic substitution is required to support WT metaphase kinetochore movement. Kinetochore oscillations were analyzed in cells depleted of Hec1 and rescued with different Hec1 mutants. In cells rescued with WT Hec1, kinetochores oscillated normally, whereas oscillations in cells expressing 9A Hec1 were significantly dampened ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib14]). Interestingly, cells expressing Hec1 with a single phosphomimetic substitution regained WT oscillatory motion ([Fig. 2, A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). On bioriented sister kinetochores in 1D Hec1-expressing cells, the mean velocity, pausing, and oscillation amplitude did not differ from WT Hec1-expressing cells ([Fig. 2, C--E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). As the number of phosphomimetic substitutions increased, the oscillations became more erratic ([Fig. 2, A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), reminiscent of cells with defective KMT attachment. These results correlated with the number of phosphomimetic substitutions but not their exact positions. Indeed, we found no statistical difference in oscillation characteristics for three different 1D mutants: S8D, S15D, and S55D ([Fig. S2, A--C](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp2}). Together, these data suggest that normal oscillations of congressed chromosomes do not require dynamic Hec1 phosphorylation and that a single phosphomimetic residue at any of several sites is sufficient for fluid tracking of dynamic MT ends.

![**Phosphoregulation of metaphase chromosome oscillations.** (A) Kymographs (time and distance scale bars are 24 s and 2 µm, respectively) of representative sister kinetochore pairs from bioriented chromosomes in cells rescued with WT Hec1-GFP or the indicated phosphomimetic mutants generated in an A background. (B) Representative tracings for two sister kinetochore pairs from the indicated backgrounds. The y axis shows the relative position along the spindle axis; time and distance scale bars are the same for all graphs. The vertical offset between each set of pairs is for easier visualization. (C) Mean velocity of kinetochore movement along the spindle axis. See legend on the right for color coding. Data for each bar in C--E are based on 22 kinetochore tracks from at least seven cells. Here and in D and E, the results for 1D Hec1 are the means for three different mutants ([Fig. S2, A--C](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp3}). (D) Time spent with no motion for two sequential frames, or 6 s, normalized to the total time of the time lapse. (E) Deviation from average position, a measure of oscillation amplitude ([@bib40]). Error bars are SEMs.](JCB_201312107_Fig2){#fig2}

A single Hec1 phosphomimetic substitution facilitates formation of normal-sized K fibers in metaphase
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To study how Hec1 phosphorylation regulates KMT binding affinity, we measured interkinetochore distances on aligned chromosomes in metaphase cells with various backgrounds ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This distance was enlarged in cells expressing 9A Hec1, indicative of hyperstable KMT attachments ([Fig. 3 B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib18]). As the number of phosphomimetic substitutions increased, interkinetochore distances decreased, consistent with destabilization of KMT attachments. Three different 1D phosphomutants showed highly similar results (Fig. S2 D). None of the mutants precisely matched the interkinetochore distance in WT cells, but 2D and 1D constructs provided the closest fit. Next, we determined the size of K fibers on bioriented chromosomes in these cells by quantifying the brightness of KMTs with an antitubulin antibody ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The mean K-fiber intensity in 1D Hec1 cells was similar to that measured in WT Hec1 cells ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that in metaphase the MT-binding properties of 1D Hec1 correspond well to that of WT Hec1. We also found that K-fiber intensities in cells expressing several different 1D constructs were not statistically different from each other or from those measured in cells expressing WT Hec1 (Fig. S2 E), further supporting our conclusion that the number of substitutions, rather than their exact location, is important for regulating K-fiber size.

![**Quantitative analysis of the phosphoregulation of K fibers in metaphase cells.** (A) Example metaphase PtK1 cell depleted of endogenous Hec1 and rescued with 1D Hec1, fixed, and stained with antitubulin and anti-Hec1 antibodies. The white box shows the area in which the mean intensity of tubulin staining was measured to compare relative sizes of K fibers in different cells. Bar, 1 µm. (B) Interkinetochore distances in metaphase cells expressing Hec1 with different numbers of phosphomimetic substitutions. Results for 1D Hec1 are averaged between three mutants ([Fig. S2 D](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp4}). Shaded area shows the range for interkinetochore distances in WT Hec1 cells. The broken line shows interkinetochore distance in the absence of MTs: 1.0 µm ([@bib13], [@bib14]). At least 127 kinetochores were analyzed in ≥30 cells for each Hec1 mutant. (C) Relative K-fiber intensities in cells expressing Hec1 with different numbers of phosphomimetic substitutions. Results for 1D Hec1 are averaged between three Hec1 mutants (Fig. S2 E). Mean intensity of K fibers in WT cells was chosen as 1; shaded area shows the corresponding range. The value for 9D Hec1 is significantly different from 0 (P \< 0.05), which is predicted from the linear relationship. The black line is a best linear fit of experimental points for zero to four phosphomimetic substitutions. At least five K fibers were measured per cell in ≥22 cells for each Hec1 mutant. Error bars are SEMs. a.u., arbitrary unit.](JCB_201312107_Fig3){#fig3}

This approach allowed us to determine the exact relationship between the level of Hec1 tail phosphorylation and K-fiber size in metaphase cells. As the number of phosphomimetic substitutions increased from zero to four, the MT binding affinity of kinetochores decreased gradually ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, black line). Consistent with previous reports, cells expressing 9D Hec1 exhibited a severe decrease in mean K-fiber size; however, this loss was significantly less than what is expected from a linear dependence ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib18]). Thus, the overall affinity of kinetochores for MTs at the KMT interface responds to Hec1 phosphorylation in a complex manner.

A molecular model with repetitive binding sites can accurately describe KMT properties observed in cells expressing 1D Hec1
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KMT interactions are highly complex, and multiple kinetochore proteins are involved in regulating the overall MT binding affinity during mitosis. Because Hec1-containing NDC80 complexes are essential for these attachments, we next examined how much of this cellular phenomenology could be explained by the molecular properties of this one component. We initially used a simple mathematical model of the KMT interface, which was composed of repetitive MT binding sites, each containing multiple copies of NDC80 complexes ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib48]). All NDC80 complexes that belonged to one site could bind and unbind MTs stochastically, but these molecular interactions were constrained: only one MT interacted with NDC80 complexes that made up one site. As in our cell experiments, the NDC80 complexes in silico had a specific number of phosphomimetic mutations that did not change during the course of the simulations. The K-fiber size was calculated as a mean number of MTs attached to such a kinetochore interface at steady state ([Video 1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp5}).

The values of model parameters that described the composition of a KMT interface (i.e., number of MT binding sites, number of NDC80 complexes per site, etc.) were taken from the literature or selected as described in the Materials and methods. Three kinetic parameters were used to describe stochastic molecular binding between NDC80 complexes and MTs: the MT association and dissociation rates for single NDC80 complexes and the cooperativity factor, which took into account NDC80--NDC80 interactions when these molecules were bound on an MT wall ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The values of the dissociation rate and cooperativity factor for NDC80 complexes were taken from our in vitro affinity measurements of recombinant NDC80 complexes containing 1D Hec1 ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The single unconstrained parameter, which corresponded to the MT association rate of the NDC80 complex, was varied to achieve normal K-fiber size at steady state ([Fig. S3 A](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp6}). This resulted in a fully defined molecular-kinetic model, which reproduced not only the final K-fiber size but also the kinetics of its formation ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The distribution of KMT numbers at steady state also matched the structural data for metaphase PtK1 cells ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, these KMTs turned over with a half-life of 8--10 min, similar to the rates reported in vivo ([@bib13]). Thus, a model with repetitive, constrained NDC80-containing binding sites can describe many features of KMT interactions at metaphase, when the phosphorylation status of Hec1 is constant.

![**Mathematical model of the KMT interface.** (A) NDC80--MT binding is characterized by three molecular parameters: association rate (*k~on~*), dissociation rate (*k~off~*), and cooperativity parameter (*ω*). (B) Calculated kinetics of the increase in K-fiber size for the kinetochore with 1D NDC80 complexes for the repetitive sites model and lawn model. Values of other model parameters are provided in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. Both models correctly predict that formation of a K fiber with a mean of 27 KMTs takes ∼20 min in PtK1 cells ([@bib32]). (C) Histogram distribution of the number of KMTs at a steady state in the repetitive sites model and lawn model relative to metaphase cells (experimental data are from [@bib32]). (D) K-fiber size for different numbers of phosphomimetic substitutions predicted in the two models normalized relative to the normal K-fiber size (27 KMTs in PtK1 cells). Error bars here and for all theoretical plots are SDs. Here and in [Fig. 6 (A and B)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, experimental data for K-fiber size are the same as in [Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. (E) Snapshots from theoretical videos for kinetochores with different NDC80 complexes ([Video 1](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp7} for 1D mutant in the repetitive sites model and [Video 2](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp8} in the lawn model). Each image is a fragment of a kinetochore cross section at steady state. The exact positions of attached MTs change with time, but the mean number of MTs bound to the kinetochores stays roughly the same at steady state. (F) Mean KMT half-life calculated for kinetochores with different phosphomutants and normalized relative to KMT half-life for 1D NDC80 complexes, which was 9 min in both models (owing to calibration) and was taken as 1 on this graph. Experimental data for single NDC80 complexes are mean residency times in vitro, which is an inverse of the dissociation rate ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Residency time for 1D NDC80 is 240 ms (taken as 1 on this graph). Note that time is plotted on a logarithmic scale. (G) Schematic of the KMT interface in the lawn model, in which the sites of MT attachment to the kinetochore do not have a predetermined location or molecular makeup, and they form via stochastic contacts between MTs and the NDC80 complexes that can reach them (black circles). The hatched area shows an overlap between two such circles; molecules from this area (in blue) can engage in binding to either of the two MTs.](JCB_201312107_Fig4){#fig4}

A repetitive binding site model cannot explain the observed phosphoregulation of KMT affinity
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next asked whether this model could also match our observed changes in K-fiber size in response to Hec1 phosphorylation. These calculations were performed using the same values for all model parameters as described for 1D Hec1, but the dissociation rates for NDC80--MT binding were varied to match the experimental measurements in vitro with NDC80 complexes containing different numbers of phosphomimetic substitutions ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). [Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that in the repetitive sites model, the K-fiber size is predicted to be highly sensitive to phosphorylation: KMTs in silico were densely packed at kinetochores with unphosphorylated Hec1 ([Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, noD, which is analogous to 9A Hec1 in cells), whereas a good match was obtained with 1D Hec1. However, there were virtually no KMTs when Hec1 was phosphorylated on more than one residue ([Fig. 4 E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, the number of KMTs in silico decreased with phosphorylation much more steeply than what we measured in cells ([Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). To try to improve the fit, we systematically varied relevant model parameters and model features, but none of these changes improved the match to our experimental data (see Materials and methods, Mathematical modeling of the kinetochore--MT interface). For example, the response to phosphorylation remained very steep in the repetitive sites model with different numbers of NDC80 complexes per MT binding site (Fig. S3 B), in the model in which the position of these sites within the kinetochore was randomized (Fig. S3 C) or when the cooperativity factor for NDC80--MT binding was varied (Fig. S3 D). Next, we hypothesized that the ratio of dissociation rates of differentially phosphorylated NDC80 complexes in cells was different from that measured in vitro. Such a difference could arise from kinetochore tension ([@bib1]), which likely changes in response to K-fiber size, as seen from changes in interkinetochore stretch for different phosphomutants ([Fig. 3 B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S3 E). However, when the dissociation rates for NDC80 complexes in silico were adjusted to take this effect into account, the phosphorylation response was still steeper than in the experiment (Materials and methods, Mathematical modeling of the kinetochore--MT interface; Fig. S3 F). Finally, we used two additional strategies to calibrate the repetitive sites model, one based on the 2D Hec1 data instead of 1D and another that used the value of *k~on~* estimated from the known kinetochore size and NDC80 density (Materials and methods section Model calibration). With these modifications, the phosphoregulation in the repetitive sites model was also toggle-like (Fig. S3, F and G), demonstrating that the details of calibration do not affect this behavior.

Based on these results, we concluded that the abrupt response to phosphorylation is a robust feature of the repetitive sites model, and it cannot be improved by changing parameter values or other model features. The root of the problem appears to be in the overall design of a KMT interface that contains clusters of NDC80 complexes in each MT binding site. This is illustrated in [Fig. 4 F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} by comparing the relative changes in mean interaction time for NDC80 phosphoproteins and MTs in vitro and the relative changes in mean KMT half-life predicted for the corresponding kinetochores. Each phosphomimetic substitution decreases the molecular interaction time gradually by ∼1.7-fold per substitution ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, the interface with repetitive sites composed of such molecules strongly amplifies this relatively small phosphorylation-dependent tuning of individual NDC80 complexes ([Fig. 4 F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Such amplification is a straightforward consequence of the combinatorial action of multiple NDC80 complexes within each site and the fact that complexes from one site are restrained to bind only one MT (see Discussion).

A model in which NDC80 complexes have unrestrained interactions with KMTs provides a good fit to all experimental data
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We then examined an alternative model in which the KMT interface did not have defined binding sites. Instead, the same number of NDC80 complexes used in the repetitive sites model was distributed randomly on the kinetochore surface ([Fig. 4 G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 2](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp9}). Importantly, the interactions between different NDC80 complexes and MTs were constrained only by their distance to an MT, not by their association with a specific site. Thus, in the course of a simulation, the same NDC80 complex could switch randomly between several MTs ([Video 3](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp10}). Unlike in the repetitive sites model, this forced the incoming MTs to compete for NDC80 complexes, interacting with any adjacent and available NDC80 complex within a molecular lawn. As a result, molecular interactions are not restricted and can detect and respond to what is happening in nearby areas, not just in one site. Our calculations demonstrate that the lawn model retained all positive features of the repetitive sites model with a constant level of Hec1 phosphorylation. Such an interface could support the formation of WT-sized K fibers, and the model described well both the dynamic steady-state distribution of KMTs and their turnover rate ([Fig. 4, B and C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Unlike in the repetitive sites model, however, the "tuning" of the lawn KMT interface corresponded directly to the phosphorylation-induced changes at the single molecule level with little additional amplification in the zero to four range of phosphomimetic substitutions ([Fig. 4 F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In this range, the model showed a graded response to phosphorylation, which fit well to the phosphomimetic-dependent changes of the K fiber in cells ([Fig. 4, D and E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This behavior of the lawn model was robust, as it did not depend on how the model was calibrated (Fig. S3 G) or the residual amount of endogenous NDC80 complexes (Fig. S3 H), which we included in the kinetochore models to mimic incomplete siRNA depletion (Fig. S1 D).

KMT turnover in early mitosis requires three to four phosphomimetic substitutions on the Hec1 tail, consistent with the lawn model prediction
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further discriminate between the models, we examined their predictions regarding KMT interactions in prometaphase cells, when KMTs are less stable. We calculated the mean KMT half-life in these models for different levels of Hec1 phosphorylation. The experimental mean KMT half-life in metaphase cells (9 min; [@bib13]) was matched well in both models by using the dissociation rate of 1D Hec1 complexes ([Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The experimental mean KMT half-life in prometaphase cells (3.5 min; [@bib10]) was best matched by the repetitive sites model when the interface was composed of 1.4D Hec1 proteins. Therefore, this model predicted that cells expressing Hec1 with one or two phosphomimetic substitutions should behave in prometaphase most similarly to WT Hec1. The lawn model, however, predicted that the best match to prometaphase should be seen in 3D Hec1-expressing cells. To test these predictions, we used an established assay with monastrol, which blocks cells in prometaphase ([@bib30]). Upon mitotic entry, the monastrol-treated cells become monopolar and accumulate numerous incorrect KMT attachments ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib25]). Upon monastrol washout, the spindle poles separate at a rate limited by the kinetics of the release of MTs from kinetochores ([@bib45]). We therefore used the rate of pole separation as a readout for the efficiency of KMT release in prometaphase cells ([Fig. S4](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp11}). As the number of phosphomimetic substitutions increased, the pole separation rate also increased, as expected ([Fig. 5 C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, cells with three to four substitutions had the rate most similar to WT Hec1-expressing cells. Moreover, the entire dataset with phosphomutants in vivo showed a significant correlation with predictions for the lawn model but not the repetitive sites model ([Fig. 5 D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, consistent with the lawn model, three to four phosphomimetic substitutions in the Hec1 tail are required to support prometaphase KMT dynamics.

![**Phosphoregulation of the KMT interface in prometaphase cells.** (A) Mean KMT half-life calculated with the two models relative to these values measured previously in PtK1 cells in prometaphase and metaphase (3.5 and 9 min, respectively; [@bib10]; [@bib13]). Both models were calibrated such that the interfaces with 1D NDC80 complexes matched the metaphase half-life. The repetitive sites model predicts very unstable KMT attachments for 2D, 3D, and 4D proteins, so these bars are virtually invisible, whereas the large half-life for noD NDC80 kinetochores is plotted with an interrupted axis. (B) Schematics and representative still images from time-lapse videos of PtK1 cells subjected to a monastrol washout assay. Numbers are times (in minutes) from monastrol washout. Hec1-GFP is shown in green (kinetochores); mCherry-tubulin is shown in red (MTs); cartoon chromosomes are shown in blue; asterisks show position of poles. Bar, 5 µm. (C) Rate of pole separation after monastrol washout. ZM, Aurora B inhibitor ZM447439. The bar labeled Hec1 K166D corresponds to a non-MT--binding Hec1K166D mutant ([@bib8]; [@bib41]). *n* = 10 cells were analyzed for each Hec1 mutant. (D) Correlation plot for in silico and in vivo data from A and C, respectively. Pearson correlation analysis shows that the correlation is significant for the lawn model but not the repetitive sites model (R^2^ is 0.78 and 0.51, respectively, with threshold value of 0.05). Error bars are SEMs.](JCB_201312107R_Fig5){#fig5}

Incorporation of other MT-binding proteins in the lawn model further improves the fit to experimental data
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The lawn model most accurately predicted KMT phosphoregulation in cells; however, the MT-binding capacity of 9D Hec1 kinetochores in cells was higher than predicted by the model ([Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that at higher levels of Hec1 phosphorylation, the contribution from other kinetochore MAPs is significant. There are many known kinetochore MAPs, but their molecular constants are not yet known. For simplicity, we have supplemented the NDC80 lawn with only one type of MAP; its affinity was chosen such that this "generic" MAP compensated the K-fiber size in the model with 9D NDC80. The contribution of this MAP during other mitotic stages (corresponding to the different levels of Hec1 phosphorylation) was set as constant. This combined NDC80-MAP lawn improved the model fit relative to a model with only NDC80 complexes ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} vs. [Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Analysis of contribution of other kinetochore MAPs to KMT affinity.** (A) Relative K-fiber size predicted for different molecular lawns. The green curve is the total kinetochore affinity, and it is a sum of the contributions from NDC80 complexes with different degrees of phosphorylation and MAPs. (B) Relative K-fiber size predicted for different phosphomutants in the repetitive sites model. Contribution from NDC80 complexes was renormalized (compare with [Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), such that the predicted number of KMTs did not exceed the experimentally measured K-fiber size. The MAP contribution is a difference between the best fit with the lawn model (A) and the contribution from NDC80 complexes. The combined affinity in the repetitive sites model was thus matched to the combined affinity in the lawn model (A). (C) Percentage of contribution of NDC80 complexes to the total KMT affinity calculated for the two models with MAPs. Both models provide a match to K-fiber size in cells (see A and B), but they predict different relative NDC80 versus MAP contribution. (D) Relative K-fiber size for kinetochores with depleted Nuf2 (a subunit of the NDC80 complex) in vivo (data from [@bib12]) and predictions of the two models in which only MAPs are present. Experimental and theoretical data were normalized to the number of KMTs for WT cells. (E) Summary diagram of the tunable KMT interface. NDC80 complexes and other MAPs comprise a molecular lawn that interacts dynamically with competing MTs. Early in mitosis, NDC80 is likely to be hyperphosphorylated, so other MAPs provide a major contribution to the overall weak KMT binding. As MTs begin to attach, the mean phosphorylation on the Hec1 tail decreases to a range of one to two phosphates, and the contribution of NDC80 becomes significant. Further dephosphorylation in metaphase reduces the mean number of phosphates to a range of zero to one, and the contribution of NDC80 complexes to MT binding dominates. p indicates the number of phosphates. This drawing underrepresents the number of MT-bound NDC80 complexes, which is estimated to be 10--12 ([Fig. S5 B](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp12}). Error bars are SEMs.](JCB_201312107_Fig6){#fig6}

Similar modifications were then applied to the repetitive sites model, but a good match to the KMT phosphoregulation in cells was still not possible (Fig. S3 J). This combined sites model produced the same fit as the combined lawn model only if the contributions from MAPs were adjusted for every level of Hec1 phosphorylation to compensate for the differences ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, even with such arbitrary adjustments, which allowed fitting to the phosphoregulation curve, the repetitive sites model still conflicted with other experimental findings because it predicted a yin--yang relationship for NDC80 complexes and MAPs. Indeed, in such a combined repetitive sites model, the toggle-like contribution from NDC80 was complemented by the toggle-like contribution from MAPs, such that the overall KMT affinity was provided either by MAPs or by NDC80, when it was fully dephosphorylated ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Clearly, this behavior contradicts the established essential role of the NDC80 complex as a core KMT attachment factor. When NDC80 complexes were depleted in silico, the combined sites model predicted only a 5% reduction in K-fiber size, in contrast to our measurements in cells ([@bib12]). In the combined lawn model, however, the metaphase K-fiber size was reduced approximately fivefold, consistent with experimental findings ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the presence of other compensatory MAPs within the repetitive sites cannot explain the severe lack of consistency between this model and the experimental data.

Discussion
==========

To create a comprehensive view of MT binding affinity at a dynamic kinetochore interface, we have performed an integrated study of the impact of phosphorylation of the NDC80 complex, the major kinetochore MT-binding component. Phosphomimetic substitutions in the N-terminal tail of its Hec1 subunit were systematically and quantitatively examined at the cellular level and with advanced computational approaches. These experiments have led to new insights into the regulation of KMT affinity by Hec1 tail phosphorylation, the respective contributions of the NDC80 complex and other MAPs to overall KMT affinity, and the general design of the KMT interface.

Phosphorylation of Hec1 tunes KMT affinity from prometaphase to metaphase
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Hec1 tail is hyperphosphorylated early in mitosis, and phosphorylation decreases from prometaphase to metaphase ([@bib14]). However, of the nine Aurora B sites on the Hec1 tail, the physiological range of sites phosphorylated during these stages was previously unknown. Here, we show that during prometaphase and metaphase, the range of Hec1 phosphorylation is surprisingly narrow: from three or four to one phosphomimetic substitutions. The charge of one phospho-Ser is 1.9× higher than that of Asp ([@bib47]), so these data suggest that Hec1 phosphorylation varies from not more than two phosphoresidues in prometaphase down to zero or one in metaphase. Because the dynamicity of this posttranslational modification is necessary for accurate chromosome segregation ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), these values are likely to correspond to the mean level of Hec1 tail phosphorylation during these mitotic stages. The actual range of phosphorylation at single NDC80 complexes may be higher. It may also vary more significantly at shorter time scales or differ within the kinetochore locally, depending on the number and accuracy of KMT connections in different kinetochore areas. It also remains to be seen whether the exact molecular location of the added phosphate in the Hec1 tail is important. Although all our assays showed highly similar results with mutants that have the same number of phosphomimetic substitutions regardless of their exact locations, this collection of mutants is far from being exhaustive (512 different combinations are possible). In cells, phosphorylation at different positions may have additional physiological consequences, affecting Hec1 tail interactions with other kinetochore components or processes.

We also show that in metaphase spindles, the incremental changes in Hec1 tail phosphorylation are translated into small, gradual changes in overall kinetochore--MT affinity ([Fig. 3, B and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Such tuning ability is likely to be important for accurate adjustment of KMT attachments, which take place dynamically at the kinetochores of each separate chromosome. The variability in different system parameters during mitosis (chromosome and kinetochore size, chromosome position within the metaphase plate, etc.) is likely to be significant, so accurate and precise local tuning may be required. Importantly, our study reveals that the role of the NDC80 complex in KMT affinity increases gradually during mitotic progression ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Early in mitosis, when the Hec1 tail is hyperphosphorylated ([@bib14]), its contribution to kinetochore--MT binding appears to be too low to explain the formation of stable KMT attachments. At this stage, other kinetochore-associated MAPs, such as CENP-E, CENP-F, KNL1, dynein, or the Ska complex ([@bib38]), may play a crucial role in engaging the MTs. As Hec1 phosphorylation decreases, the NDC80 contribution to overall KMT affinity begins to dominate ([Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). As new quantitative details about other MAPs and regulation of their MT affinity begin to emerge, our modeling approaches will be valuable in dissecting specific contributions of different MAPs and in revealing how their complex ensemble tunes the kinetochore for diverse mitotic functions. We emphasize, however, that the current lawn model is already significantly constrained by numerous experimental juxtapositions. This suggests that although the exact ratio and percentage of contributions for different MAPs may change, the major conclusions about the rules of engagement for MAPs (NDC80 and others) with KMTs and the overall design of the KMT interface are likely to hold true.

A dynamic lawn model describes the major features of KMT affinity of mammalian kinetochores
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although molecular interactions between single NDC80 complexes and MTs in vitro are very short lived ([@bib37]; [@bib44]; [@bib42]), our modeling shows that a kinetochore composed of multiple such molecules can support lasting KMT attachments ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib48]). A good match to WT metaphase kinetochores can be obtained with a stochastic molecular model regardless of the overall design of the MT-binding interface. However, the rules of engagement between kinetochore proteins and MTs have a major impact on how this interface responds to NDC80 complex phosphorylation. In vitro, single phosphomimetic substitutions decrease the interaction time between individual NDC80 complexes and MTs gradually ([Fig. 4 F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), but the repetitive sites design dramatically amplifies this single molecule tuning, leading to the major conflicts between this model's predictions and observations in cells ([Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and [Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the lawn model with unrestricted molecular interactions was successful in describing the experimental observations for different mitotic stages, including (a) size of a metaphase K fiber and kinetics of its acquisition ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), (b) distribution of the number of MTs in metaphase K fibers ([Fig. 4 C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), (c) mean KMT half-life during both metaphase and prometaphase ([Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), (d) aspects of KMT stability in monastrol washout cells for a panel of Hec1 phosphomutants ([Fig. 5 D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), (e) dependence of K-fiber size on molecular characteristics of NDC80 complexes with different degrees of phosphorylation ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), and (f) results of NDC80 complex depletion experiments in cells ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These findings represent an important step toward creating a realistic theoretical model of the KMT interface, which should ultimately link the specific molecular and structural features of this interface with its physiological behavior.

Molecular interactions between MTs and kinetochore MAPs are predicted to be unconstrained
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The current view of the molecular design of the KMT interface is firmly rooted in the concept of repetitive units, and KMT interactions are thought to occur via specialized MT attachment sites ([@bib2]). Our study argues strongly against a key feature of such a design: that the MAPs forming one site are constrained in their binding to a single MT. Although this feature is not usually emphasized, this assumption was present in previous theoretical studies of the KMT interface ([@bib19]; [@bib21]; [@bib28]; [@bib16]; [@bib37]; [@bib5]; [@bib39]; [@bib11]; [@bib26]). Abandoning this assumption and modeling the KMT interface as a molecular lawn has a surprisingly large impact on the regulatory characteristics of the kinetochore. Computer modeling helps to understand the molecular mechanism that is responsible for this nonintuitive result. With increasing phosphorylation, the mean time that one NDC80 complex remains bound to the KMT decreases ([Fig. 4 F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Such weakening of the individual molecular bonds takes place regardless of the design of kinetochore interface. In the repetitive sites model, in accordance with the mass action law, this leads to a decrease in the number of NDC80 complexes bound to the KMT at each site ([Fig. S5 A](http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1){#supp13}); KMTs begin to detach, and the K-fiber size drops precipitously ([Fig. 4, D and E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Even small variations in the duration of molecular binding events in the repetitive sites model lead to a dramatic change in the number of KMTs for a wide range of model parameters and regardless of the calibration procedure (Fig. S3, F and G; [@bib48]). Such combinatorial amplification is a robust feature of any system in which multiple molecules are involved, consistent with our finding that the steepness of the response increases with an increasing number of NDC80 complexes per site (Fig. S3, B and F; and Fig. S5 C).

In the lawn interface, the weakening of the individual NDC80 bonds to KMTs also initially leads to a fast decrease in the number of KMT-bound NDC80 complexes (Fig. S5 F). But this decrease is transient because the loss of some KMTs frees the NDC80 complexes, thereby increasing the pool of complexes that are available for binding to the remaining KMT (Fig. S5 B and Video 3). Such binding reorganization is not possible at the interface built from repetitive sites, where by definition the NDC80 complexes in one site are dedicated to binding only the KMT at this site, such that the pool of NDC80 complexes that are available for interaction with one KMT is always constant (Fig. S5 A). Reorganization of the molecular bonds at the lawn interface provides the inherent compensatory effect that buffers the number of complexes bound to the remaining KMTs (Fig. S5, B and G), thereby dampening the systems' response to molecular variations ([Fig. 4, D and F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Such buffering explains why changes at the single molecule level of the NDC80 lawn are matched by the changes in KMT attachments without significant amplification ([Fig. 4 F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

We emphasize that the crucial distinction between these models is not structural because, even in the lawn interface, the underlying molecular interactions could in principle become constrained. When we impose the constraining rule in our lawn model, it leads to the same results as the repetitive sites model, demonstrating that the rules of molecular engagement constitute the key difference between the two interfaces. Our work also does not argue against using the word "site" to describe the organization and molecular makeup of proteins that contribute to linking MT ends to kinetochores. The important implication of our study is that the local concentration of proteins that form the attachment site for an MT end at the mammalian kinetochore is variable, and it is sensitive to the number and stability of KMTs. The binding proteins can switch between several adjacent KMTs, so some proteins can be shared (Fig. S5, D and E). We propose that such variability in the number of molecular bonds to the KMT end allows the interface to monitor and respond accurately and expediently to the number and stability of KMT attachments during mitotic progression.

Materials and methods
=====================

Experimental methods
--------------------

### Cell culture and transfection of siRNA and DNA.

PtK1 cells were cultured in Ham's F-12 medium, and HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Invitrogen) at 37°C in 5% CO~2~. Media were supplemented with 10% FBS (Atlanta Biologicals) and 1% antibiotic/antimycotic solution. siRNAs directed to PtK1 Hec1 (5′-AATGAGCCGAATCGTCTAATA-3′) or human Hec1 (5′-AACCCTGGGTCGTGTCAGGAA-3′; catalog No. 1027424) were purchased from QIAGEN. 9A Hec1-GFP template ([@bib18]) was used to make specific serine (S) to aspartic acid (D) mutations using site-directed mutagenesis. PtK1 cells were harvested and counted to ensure that ≥10^6^ cells were used for each reaction and then cotransfected with both Hec1 siRNA and plasmids encoding for Hec1-GFP fusion proteins using Solution R (Lonza) and Nucleofector program T-020 (Lonza). Cells were plated on acid-washed coverslips or in glass-bottomed dishes (MatTek Corporation) and analyzed 48 h after electroporation. All transfections of siRNA and DNA in HeLa cells were performed as described in [@bib41]. In brief, cells were transfected with siRNA using Oligofectamine (Invitrogen) and were subsequently transfected with plasmid DNA using FuGENE 6 (Roche) 24 h later. Cells were assayed 24 h after DNA transfection.

### Immunofluorescence and microscopy imaging.

For PtK1 fixed cell immunofluorescence experiments, cells were extracted for 5 min on ice with PHEM (60 mM Pipes, 25 mM Hepes, pH 6.9, 10 mM EGTA, and 4 mM MgSO~4~) + 0.5% Triton X-100 and fixed for 3 min at room temperature with ice-cold methanol containing 5 mM EGTA. Cells were then transferred to a −20°C freezer for 20 min. Coverslips were blocked for 1 h at room temperature in 10% boiled donkey serum (BDS). Primary antibodies were prepared in 5% BDS: mouse α--α-tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich) at 1:200 and human α--anticentromere antibody (Antibodies, Inc.) at 1:300. Primary antibodies were incubated for 1 h at room temperature followed by an overnight incubation at 4°C. Secondary antibodies were incubated for 45 min at room temperature; secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647, Alexa Fluor 488, or Rhodamine red-X (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.) were used at a dilution of 1:300. Coverslips were counterstained with DAPI and mounted in an antifade solution containing 90% glycerol and 0.5% *N*-propyl gallate. Fixed cell immunofluorescence experiments using HeLa cells were performed as described in [@bib41], except that 100 nM microcystin (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to PHEM + 0.5% Triton X-100 during extraction, and cells were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde in PHEM buffer. Primary antibodies were prepared in 5% BDS and used at the following concentrations: α-phospho-Dsn1 at 1:1,000, α--anticentromere antibody at 1:300, and α-phospho-KNL1 (a gift from I. Cheeseman, Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, Cambridge, MA) at 1:1,000. Secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647, Alexa Fluor 488, or Rhodamine red-X were used at a dilution of 1:300. Affinity-purified antibodies against phosphorylated Dsn1 were generated at 21st Century Biochemicals, rabbits were immunized with the phosphorylated Dsn1 peptide QSWRRA\[pS\]MKETN, and serum was affinity purified. For fixed cell immunofluorescence, imaging was performed at room temperature. For live-cell imaging, experiments were performed at 37°C in Leibovitz's L-15 media (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% FBS, 7 mM Hepes, pH 7.0, and 4.5 g/liter glucose. Cells were chosen for analysis if they were both Cy5 (siRNA) and GFP (Hec1-GFP fusion protein) positive. All microscopy was performed using an imaging system (DeltaVision Personal DV; Applied Precision) with a 60×, 1.42 NA Plan Apochromat differential interference contrast oil immersion lens (Olympus) and a camera (CoolSNAP HQ2; Photometrics/Roper Scientific).

### Data analyses.

To ensure that our analysis was not affected by different expression levels, the fluorescence intensity of Hec1-GFP at kinetochores was quantified, and only data from cells that expressed GFP within a defined range were collected (Fig. S1). For chromosome alignment assays, cells were scored as follows: aligned = all chromosomes contained within a metaphase plate at the spindle equator; unaligned = no discernable metaphase plate; and partially aligned = a visible metaphase plate with one or more chromosomes not aligned at the spindle equator. For live-cell imaging of kinetochore oscillations, cells were imaged 24 h after DNA transfection in Leibovitz's L-15 media supplemented with 10% FBS, 7 mM Hepes, pH 7.0, and 4.5 g/liter glucose. Stage temperature was maintained at 37°C with an environmental chamber (Precision Control). Fluorescence images of GFP-Hec1--expressing cells were acquired every 3 s for 10 min. At each time point, five images were collected in a z stack, using a 0.5-µm step size. Cells chosen for analysis were in late prometaphase or metaphase with primarily bioriented chromosomes. Sister kinetochore pairs chosen for analysis were located within the middle of the spindle. Kinetochore movements were tracked using GFP-Hec1 fluorescence on maximum projection time-lapse sequences using the Track Points function in MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices). Tracking data were analyzed in Excel (Microsoft). A pause event was recorded when a kinetochore did not move for two sequential time frames. Velocity was calculated by linear regression analysis of kinetochore distance versus time plots, and deviation from average position was determined by subtracting the position of the kinetochore in the regression line from the original kinetochore position ([@bib40]; [@bib14]). For quantification of spindle pole separation rates, PtK1 cells were imaged every 60 s for 1 h. The distance between the spindle poles was measured at each time point using softWoRx software (Applied Precision). Distance and time were plotted in x and y, and the slope of the line generated from the first 6--10 time points was used as the initial rate of spindle pole separation. For fixed cell experiments, images were acquired at room temperature as z stacks at 0.2-µm intervals. Kinetochore fluorescence intensity measurements were performed using MetaMorph software: the integrated fluorescence intensity minus the calculated background was determined for each kinetochore in control and treated samples ([@bib20]) and normalized to the mean value obtained from control cells. Quantification of K-fiber intensities in PtK1 cells was performed as in [@bib9]. In brief, a 5 × 5--pixel region was centered on an image of a fiber at the kinetochore--MT contact point. The integrated intensity of the K fiber and two background region intensities were measured. The mean of the two background intensity measurements was calculated and subtracted from the measured integrated intensity of the K fiber.

Mathematical modeling of the kinetochore--MT interface
------------------------------------------------------

### General description.

Our approach for mathematical modeling of the KMT interface is based on the probabilistic model of single-molecule interactions between kinetochore-associated molecular complexes and MTs ([@bib48]). The kinetochore was represented as a planar square surface with a linear size *L~kin~* ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Binding events between this surface and new MTs were treated as stochastic events that occurred with rate *k~att~*. MT binding to the kinetochore was mediated by *N~total~* molecules of the NDC80 complex, located at the kinetochore surface. Stochastic interactions between individual NDC80 complexes and MTs in silico were described with three parameters: association rate (*k~on~*), dissociation rate (*k~off~*), and NDC80--MT binding cooperativity parameter (*ω*) as previously described ([@bib48]). An MT was considered to be attached to the kinetochore if it had at least one attached NDC80 complex. An MT that lost all attached NDC80 complexes was referred to as a detached MT. To examine phosphoregulation of the KMT interface, the molecular characteristics of NDC80 complexes were modified to match their behavior in vitro. Specifically, calculations for different interfaces were performed using different values of *k~off~*, whereas all other model parameters were fixed (see Choice of model parameters). The same model parameters were used in the repetitive sites and lawn models, except for the value of *k~on~*, which was slightly different in these models (see Model calibration).

###### 

List of general model parameters

  Symbol                                                         Model parameter                                              Value                       Reference
  -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Parameters used in both models**                                                                                                                      
  *L~kin~*                                                       Kinetochore linear size                                      430 nm                      Estimated based on [@bib31]
  *k~att~*                                                       Rate of binding events between new MTs and the kinetochore   4 min^−1^                   Materials and methods part 2 section "Choice of model parameters"
  *N~total~*                                                     Total number of NDC80 complexes per kinetochore              *N~sites~* × *N~0~* = 600   By definition
  *Δt*                                                           Time step in computational algorithm                         1 ms                        Materials and methods
  **Additional parameters in the model with repetitive sites**                                                                                            
  *N~sites~*                                                     Number of MT binding sites per kinetochore                   50                          Estimated based on [@bib32]
  *N~0~*                                                         Number of NDC80 complexes per MT binding site                12                          [@bib24]; [@bib27]; [@bib4]
  **Additional parameters in the lawn model**                                                                                                             
  *L~NDC80~*                                                     Length of NDC80 complex                                      60 nm                       [@bib8]
  *L~min~*                                                       Minimal distance between KMTs                                35 nm                       [@bib31]

These values are based on published data for PtK1 cells (for details see Materials and methods). All calculations in this work were carried out using these parameter values unless stated otherwise.

In the repetitive sites model, all NDC80 complexes were divided into "sites," each containing *N~0~* molecules ([Fig. 4, A and E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Sites were numbered (denoted with *i*) and positioned regularly at the kinetochore surface using the two-dimensional coordinates specified as follows (nm): for *i* = 1--42, x coordinate of site *i* = 28.9 + 57.8(*i* mod 7) + 22.2((*i* div 7) mod 2) and y coordinate of site *i* = 33.3 + 60(*i* div 7); for *i* = 43--50, x coordinate of site *i* = 28.9 + 53.3(*i* mod 7) and y coordinate of site *i* = 393.2, in which (*i* mod *n*) is the remainder of the division of *i* by *n*, and (*i* div *n*) is the largest integer number less or equal to *i*/*n*. All calculations reported here for the repetitive sites model were performed using this spatial arrangement. However, the main model conclusions remain true for the interface with random site organization (Fig. S3 C), so the exact positioning of the sites is not an essential feature of this model.

A new MT contacts the kinetochore surface at a random position. When the nearest binding site to this position is already occupied by another MT, the new MT does not form any molecular bonds and detaches. If the nearest site is unoccupied, the new MT immediately engages in stochastic molecular interactions with NDC80 complexes that belong to that site, now associated with this MT. The key feature of the repetitive sites model, which distinguishes it from the lawn model, is that each NDC80 complex belongs to a specific site, and it can form a bond to the MT that is associated with this but not other sites. This model assumption is analogous to that in the model of the kinetochore interface described by [@bib21], which is based on the Hill's sleeve model ([@bib19]). However, the sites in our model are significantly different from those in Hill's sleeve model because the NDC80 complexes within a single site in our model interact with the MT independently from each other, whereas the MAPs in the sleeve were coordinated (for additional discussion, see [@bib48]).

In the lawn model, the NDC80 complexes are distributed randomly on the kinetochore surface ([Fig. 4 G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). New MTs arrive at random positions within the kinetochore, but they do not attach if one or more MTs are found bound to the kinetochore at a distance *L~min~* or less from the new MT. This rule was introduced to ensure that KMTs did not pack more densely than at the PtK1 kinetochores ([@bib31]). If there are no other MTs found within the radius *L~min~*, the new MT forms a bond with one randomly selected, MT-free NDC80 complex that is located within radius *L~NDC80~* from this MT ([Fig. 4 G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, two such areas are indicated with circles). The maximum number of NDC80 complexes that can reach a single MT can be calculated as π × *N~total~* × *L~NDC80~*^2^/*L~kin~*^2^, which is equal to 37 for the parameters used ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). All subsequent interactions between the MT and NDC80 complexes within this circle are described with the kinetic constants *k~on~*, *k~off~*, and *ω*, as in the repetitive sites model. Unlike in the repetitive sites model, however, each kinetochore-associated NDC80 complex in the molecular lawn can interact with any MT within a radius *L~NDC80~* from this complex, so one NDC80 complex can alternate its binding between several KMTs, allowing it to kinetically monitor the density of KMTs and their stability. If this rule of engagement with MTs is abandoned (for example, by setting *L~NDC80~* \< *L~min~*), all "shared" areas in the lawn model are eliminated. Consequently, such a lawn is no longer able to "sense" the KMT density, and the response to phosphorylation of such a lawn interface is the same as in the repetitive sites model. Thus, sharing of NDC80 complexes by different MTs and the resulting competition between MTs for these complexes, which takes place in the lawn but not in the repetitive sites model, significantly alters the overall behavior of the interface and is the key difference between these designs.

### Choice of model parameters.

Values of model parameters were selected based on published results for PtK1 cells, when possible ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The number of sites, *N~sites~* = 50, was chosen to match the observed maximum number of KMTs per kinetochore in metaphase PtK1 cells ([@bib32]). The rate of binding events between new MTs and the kinetochore surface, *k~att~*, was proportional to the probability of a new MT to encounter one site (*P~at~*), the association rate with any of *N~0~* NDC80 complexes at one binding site (*k~on~* × *N~0~*), and the total number of MT binding sites at the kinetochore (*N~sites~*). Therefore, *k~att~* = *P~at~* × *N~sites~* × *k~on~* × *N~0~*. Using this formula and Eq. 13 for *P~at~* from [@bib48], we obtained the following expression for *k~att~*: *k~att~* = *N~MT~* × ln2/*τ* × *L~kin~*/(*L~kin~*^2^ − *N~MT~* × π × *L~min~*^2^), in which *N~MT~* is the mean number of KMTs per kinetochore in metaphase cells, and *τ* is the mean KMT half-life in metaphase. Using the values listed in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, *N~MT~* = 27 ([@bib31]) and the mean KMT half-life in metaphase for PtK1 cells *τ* = 9 min ([@bib10]; [@bib13]), we find that *k~att~* = 4 min^−1^. Other parameters for the repetitive sites model were described in [@bib48]. Number of NDC80 complexes per site (*N~0~*) was 12, which is the mean of estimates from different studies ([@bib24]; [@bib27]; [@bib4]).

The value of kinetic constants *k~off~* and *ω* were based on our in vitro study ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), whereas *k~on~* was determined using the calibration procedure described in Model calibration. The value of parameter *ω* was similar for different NDC80 phosphomutants in vitro ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), so for all NDC80 complexes in silico, we used their experimental mean (*ω* = 2.5; [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), but the same results were obtained with the repetitive sites model for other values of *ω* (Fig. S3 D). The resulting density of KMTs for 1D NDC80 interfaces in both models was 146 KMTs/µm^2^, similar to that measured with electron microscopy at PtK1 kinetochores ([@bib31]). The resulting initial rate of KMT acquisition in both models was 2.2 KMTs/min ([Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), similar to that reported in [@bib32].

The time step for iterations (*Δt*) was chosen at least two orders of magnitude smaller that the fastest characteristic time parameters in the model. For most of the simulations, *Δt* was 1 ms.

### Model calibration.

By measuring the K-fiber size and kinetochore oscillations in metaphase cells with Hec1 mutant proteins, we found that the MT-binding properties of 1D NDC80 corresponded well to the WT KMT affinity in metaphase ([Fig. 2, C--E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; and [Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This finding provided a strategy to calibrate our mathematical model of the phosphoregulation of the KMT interface: the normal K-fiber size was fitted based on the in vitro molecular parameters of NDC80 complexes with a single phosphomimetic substitution on the Hec1 tail (1D NDC80). A similar calibration procedure was used to calibrate both the repetitive sites and lawn models. The in vitro values of kinetic parameters *k~off~* and cooperativity factor *ω* for 1D NDC80 complexes were used directly, and the remaining free parameter *k~on~*, the MT association rate for kinetochore-bound NDC80 complexes, was then varied to fit the K-fiber size (Fig. S3 A). After the fit was achieved for 1D NDC80, the values of *k~on~* and all other parameters (except *k~off~*) were fixed, so the same parameters were used for all model calculations unless stated otherwise. To change the level of phosphorylation of the kinetochore interface in silico, the *k~off~* measured with corresponding NDC80 mutant proteins in vitro was used ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). NoD NDC80 in the model corresponds to 9A Hec1 in cell experiments. The use of the same values of *k~on~* and *ω* for all NDC80 complex mutants is justified by our findings in vitro that changing the number of phosphomimetic substitutions in the Hec1 tail changes the *k~off~* for NDC80--MT interactions but does not affect *k~on~* or *ω* ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, proteins with the same number of substitutions behaved similarly in vitro regardless of their exact location, consistent with our data in cells (Fig. S2). Therefore, we based our modeling on variations in the level of NDC80 complex phosphorylation and did not vary the location of phosphorylated residues. Also, because the goal of this model was to examine the consequences of NDC80 phosphorylation, the upstream factors that cause changes in NDC80 phosphorylation during mitotic progression were not included.

To verify that this calibration procedure did not affect the main model conclusions, we examined results from a repetitive sites model that was calibrated differently. In the first test, we capitalized on the previously estimated value of *k~on~* for NDC80--MT interactions at the kinetochore (1--100 s^−1^; [@bib48]). *k~on~* = 50 s^−1^, which is in the middle of this range, was used. The value of *k~off~* was then varied to obtain a model match with WT K-fiber size (Fig. S3 G), and the resulting value of *k~off~* was assigned to the 1D NDC80 interface in silico. All other phosphomutants were modeled by changing the *k~off~* using the ratios derived from the in vitro differences for corresponding proteins. The value of *ω* was kept constant because it does not affect the steepness of the phosphoregulation response (Fig. S3 D). With this calibration strategy, the repetitive sites model also predicted a binary response (Fig. S3 G), illustrating that the use of *k~on~* versus *k~off~* for calibration does not affect its results. In the second test, we performed calibrations based on the experimental data for 2D NDC80 complexes (Fig. S3 F). The values of *k~off~* and *ω* measured previously in vitro for 2D NDC80 complexes were used when fitting the *k~on~* value to achieve the K-fiber size in 2D Hec1 cells, which was 86% of the K-fiber size in WT Hec1 cells ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, this calibration assured that the interface with 2D NDC80 complexes could maintain on average 23 KMT attachments at steady state in silico. Fig. S3 F shows predictions of the repetitive sites model based on this calibration strategy. It is clear that the predicted phosphoregulation of K-fiber size is very similar to the one obtained with the main calibration procedure, based on data for 1D NDC80 complexes. Additionally, we performed calculations in both models in which 10% of the NDC80 complexes were considered to be endogenous, which were randomly selected from *N~total~* NDC80 complexes at the kinetochore. Based on data in [Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we assume that endogenous NDC80 is in a form of 1D. For simulations of different phosphomutants, *k~off~* for 90% of the total number of NDC80 complexes (corresponding to the exogenously expressed protein) was varied as in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, and the remaining 10% of the NDC80 complexes (corresponding to the endogenous complexes) were in a 1D form with the corresponding constant *k~off~*. The obtained results were highly similar to the theoretical control (no endogenous NDC80; Fig. S3 H). Thus, our conclusion that the repetitive sites model strongly amplifies the single molecule phosphotuning is robust and does not depend on the exact calibration procedure. The procedure is relatively unimportant because it simply provides a match of one point on the phosphoregulation curve, and it does not affect the model's behavior when other points are calculated.

### Stochastic simulation algorithm.

After specifying all model parameters, the stochastic simulation algorithm was performed as follows.

### Encounters between new MTs and the kinetochore surface.

The probability *Ψ~at~* for an MT end to encounter the kinetochore surface during time *Δt* was calculated as follows: *Ψ~at~* = 1 − Exp(−*Δt* × *k~att~*). Then, the random number *p* from the range \[0, 1\] was generated. If *p* was larger than *Ψ~at~*, no contact was made, and this MT was not followed. If *p* was smaller than *Ψ~at~*, the position of the MT end was defined with coordinates (x*^MT^*, y*^MT^*), which were generated in the following range: 0 \< x*^MT^* \< *L~kin~* and 0 \< y*^MT^* \< *L~kin~*. In the repetitive sites model, this new MT became immediately associated with the nearest MT binding site. If this site was already occupied, the MT end did not associate with any sites, and this MT was not followed. In the dynamic lawn model, the circular area with radius *L~min~* centered at position (x*^MT^*, y*^MT^*) was searched. If no other attached MTs were found, this MT end formed a bond with a randomly selected NDC80 complex located within distance *L~NDC80~* from this MT. If other MTs were found in the vicinity of this position, the MT end did not bind any NDC80 complexes, and this MT was not followed.

### Binding of new NDC80 complexes to KMTs.

*Dynamic lawn model.* The probability *Ψ~on~* for a free NDC80 complex to attach to an MT located within distance *L~NDC80~* from this molecule was calculated as follows: *Ψ~on~* = 1 − Exp(−*Δt* × *k~on~* × *M*), in which *M* is the number of MTs within distance *L~NDC80~* from this molecule. Then, the random number *p* from the range \[0, 1\] was generated. If *p* was smaller than *Ψ~on~*, the NDC80 complex became associated with one of these MTs, selected randomly. If *p* was larger than *Ψ~on~*, the NDC80 complex continued to be unbound. All other molecular interactions in the lawn model were calculated identically to those in the repetitive sites model. The entire algorithm was repeated until a programmed number of iterations was achieved. The typical simulated time to calculate mean values for one steady-state configuration was 6 h.

### Repetitive sites model.

Binding of new NDC80 complexes to KMTs in the repetitive sites model was calculated as in [@bib48]. In brief, the probability *Ψ~on~* for an NDC80 complex to bind to the KMT that was already bound to at least one NDC80 at this site during *Δt* was *Ψ~on~* = 1 − Exp(−*Δt* × *k~on~*). For each unattached NDC80 complex within the occupied sites, the random number *p* from the range \[0, 1\] was generated. If *p* was smaller than *Ψ~on~*, this NDC80 was called bound to the MT. If *p* was larger than *Ψ~on~*, this NDC80 complex remained unbound.

### Detachment of NDC80 complexes from KMTs.

The probability *Ψ~off~* for an NDC80 complex to dissociate from the KMT during *Δt* was calculated as follows ([@bib48]):$$\mathit{\Psi}_{off} = 1 - \text{Exp}\left( {- \Delta t \times k_{off} \times \omega^{- \frac{2{({N - 1})}}{N}}} \right),$$in which *N* denoted the number of NDC80 complexes attached to this KMT. For each attached NDC80 complex, the random number *p* from the range \[0, 1\] was generated. If *p* was larger than *Ψ~off~*, this NDC80 complex remained attached to the MT. If *p* was smaller than *Ψ~off~*, the NDC80 complex dissociated from the MT.

### Detachment of the MTs from the kinetochore.

The calculations were stopped for the KMTs that lost all attachments with NDC80 complexes. In the repetitive sites model, the unoccupied sites became available immediately for interactions with the incoming MTs (see Encounters between new MTs and the kinetochore surface).

### Sensitivity analysis of the repetitive sites model.

The repetitive sites model predicts that kinetochores containing noD NDC80 complexes bind MTs so strongly that all MT binding sites become occupied, whereas the 2D NDC80 complex-containing kinetochores have almost no attached MTs ([Fig. 4, D and E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, this model is hypersensitive to NDC80 complex phosphorylation and produces a steep response, contrary to a gradual response observed in cell-based experiments (Fig. S3 B, first three bars). To investigate the robustness of this conclusion, we varied different model parameters and features.

### Number of NDC80 complexes per site.

Number of NDC80 complexes per site (parameter *N~0~*) was varied from 3 to 16. Steepness of the model response was quantified by measuring the slope of the phosphorylation response curve versus *k~off~* at the point corresponding to 1D NDC80 complexes. The steepness decreased for smaller *N~0~*, but even for *N~0~* = 3 (much less than expected based on [@bib27]), the steepness was threefold higher than in vivo (Fig. S3 B). For *N~0~* \> 12, the steepness increased, leading to an even stronger discrepancy with the experimental data. Additionally, we performed a simulation with *N~0~* = 37, which is the maximum number of available NDC80 complexes per KMT in the lawn model, and the steepness of the model response increased even further, as expected (Fig. S3 F).

### Cooperativity parameter ω.

Cooperativity parameter *ω* for NDC80--MT binding at the kinetochore is not known, but our previous theoretical study demonstrates that its value is unlikely to be high ([@bib48]). Varying *ω* from 1 (noncooperative binding) to 10 (corresponds to Hill coefficient 2.6) changed the steepness of the response by only 5% (Fig. S3 D).

### Interkinetochore tension.

We have also investigated the possibility that KMT binding affinity is modulated by interkinetochore tension ([@bib35]). Because the distance between sister kinetochores is larger in cells with fewer D substitutions ([Fig. 3 B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), the KMTs at such kinetochores may experience a larger tension, which in turn may weaken the NDC80--MT molecular bonds ([@bib37]). To examine this hypothesis quantitatively, we estimated the interkinetochore tension in these cells, assuming that sister kinetochores are connected via a linear spring with a resting length of 1 µm ([@bib13], [@bib14]) and a spring constant of 0.1 pN/nm (Fig. S3 E; [@bib21]). Next, we calculated the mean force per KMT at these kinetochores as the ratio of interkinetochore tension and the number of KMTs, which was estimated based on [Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, assuming that WT PtK1 cells have on average 27 KMTs per kinetochore ([@bib32]). The force per single NDC80 complex attached to a KMT was estimated as the mean force per KMT divided by the number of attached NDC80 complexes, as calculated with our model. This led to the effective dissociation rate *k^eff^~off~* for NDC80 complexes under force *F*: *k^eff^~off~* = *k~off~* Exp(*F*/*F~0~*), in which *k~off~* is the dissociation rate without an applied external force, *F~0~* = 3 pN ([@bib11]). Although the estimated total tension at kinetochores with less phosphorylated NDC80 complexes was larger, such kinetochores had more KMTs and MT-bound NDC80 complexes, so the resulting force per NDC80 complex ended up being similar for kinetochores with different phosphomutants. The effective dissociation constants for all interfaces were therefore similar, explaining a weak effect of interkinetochore tension on the steepness of the response to NDC80 phosphoregulation in the repetitive sites model (Fig. S3 F).

### Modeling the kinetochore with a mixture of NDC80 complexes and generic MAP molecules.

Calculations for interfaces supplemented with non-NDC80 MAPs were performed analogously to the aforementioned kinetochore surfaces, but the number of KMTs in a K fiber was assumed to result from two affinities: from the NDC80 molecular binding events and from MAPs. In the lawn model, the MAP component was assumed to support attachment of six KMTs on average, regardless of the phosphorylation level of the NDC80 complex. This number of KMTs corresponded to the K fiber observed in 9D Hec1-expressing cells ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This MT-binding MAP component was combined with the NDC80 lawn model, which was calibrated as described in Model calibration, except 19 KMTs were attached on average to the interfaces with 1D NDC80 complexes; all other model parameters were the same as in the corresponding models with no MAPs. This combined model produced a better fit to the experimental curve than the interface with no MAPs ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

Contribution of non-NDC80 MAPs in the repetitive sites model was considered using two approaches. First, we assumed constant contribution from MAPs analogously to the aforementioned approach with the lawn model. To build such a curve, we varied the magnitude of the MAP contribution and quantified the resulting fit to the experimental curve using the sum of the residual squares. The minimal sum of the squared residuals was achieved when non-NDC80 MAPs provided 46% of the affinity (11.5 KMTs); however, even this curve provided a poor match to the experimental data (Fig. S3 J). Next, we assumed that the MAPs contribution was different for kinetochores with different NDC80 proteins. Because, in the repetitive sites model, the kinetochores with noD NDC80 are at maximum KMT occupancy ([Fig. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), the contribution of MAPs for noD NDC80 was set to 0. The repetitive sites model was then calibrated such that, with noD NDC80, this model had the same number of KMTs as in the lawn model with noD NDC80 complexes ([Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), so that these two models could be compared under similar conditions. For all other levels of NDC80 complex phosphorylation, the contribution of non-NDC80 MAPs was simply a difference between the predictions based on NDC80 alone and the lawn model, so the full match was achieved. This model was then used to calculate KMT binding in the absence of NDC80 complexes ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

### Visualization of model simulations.

3D visualization of the numerical results was performed with Mathematica software (Wolfram Research; Video 1 and Video 2). Fluctuations in the orientation of NDC80 complexes were achieved by randomizing the polar and azimuthal angles from 0 to 15° and 0 to 360°. This video feature was used to illustrate the transient and highly dynamic nature of binding/unbinding between NDC80 complexes and KMTs. Model visualization for Video 3 was obtained using a Delphi programming environment (Borland).

Online supplemental material
----------------------------

Fig. S1 shows results of the immunostaining of mitotic cells with antibodies to phospho-Dsn1 or phospho-KNL1 and quantification of Hec1-GFP fusion protein levels at the kinetochores. Fig. S2 shows how parameters of chromosome oscillations (such as mean oscillation velocity, percentage of time spent in pause, and deviation from average position), interkinetochore distance, and relative K-fiber intensity depend on the number and position of phosphomimetic substitutions in the Hec1 tail. Fig. S3 reports additional theoretical results that illustrate and/or justify model conclusions. Fig. S4 contains data for the spindle pole separation assay. Fig. S5 illustrates differences in molecular interactions in the repetitive sites and lawn models of the KMT interface and reports additional investigations of the repetitive sites model. Video 1 shows the behavior of the KMT interface in the repetitive sites model, and Video 2 shows analogous data for the dynamic lawn model. Video 3 illustrates that phosphorylation of NDC80 complexes in the dynamic lawn model leads to a smooth, graded adjustment of K-fiber size. Online supplemental material is available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.201312107/DC1>.
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